
MONTH CHAPTER/TOPIC LEARNING OUTCOME ACTIVITY /PROJECT /ASSIGNMENT

MODE OF TEACHING 

(SYNCHRONOUS/

ASYNCHRONOUS)

PPT/ VIDEOS

ASSESSMENT

(ONLINE/

OFFLINE)

HOME BASED EXPERIMENT/ACTIVITY

Chaptr-1 : Globe, A model of the Earth                                               * The student identifies that globe is a model of 

the earth.          

*Find out the latitudes and longitudes which 

the following countries lie-

India,Pakistan&China.

Synchronous PPT based on the 

topic

    Offline *Students will be asked to find a place on the globe with 

the help of a grid

Chptr-2 : Maps,Our Guides *The student identifies that map is adrawing of 

the earth.

* Draw signs or symbols of the following : Post 

office, Railway lines & capital city

Synchronous PPT based on the 

topic

    Offline * Make a map of your school showing all the important 

features like Playground, Library, Canteen, Principal 

Office etc.

MONTH-2

Chptr-3: Climate                               Chptr-

4: The Democratic Republic of Congo

* The student differentiates Climate & Weather                                                     

* Locates DRC on a map

*Draw a picture of heat zones of the earth.  

*On a political map of Africa,mark DRC & its 

capital Kinshasa

Synchronous PPT based on the 

topic

Offline * Cut out weather reports from newspaper for a week 

and paste them and see identify the variation.  

* Locate birds and animals from natural zoo of the 

world and make a note of them.

MONTH-3

Chptr-5 : Greenland,The Land of Ice & 

Snow

Chptr-6: SaudiArabia,The Land of Hot 

Sands

*The student identifies the climate, vegetation 

and aninal life of greenland.                                                   

* Locates SaudiArabia on a map

* On an outline map of the world,mark 

Greenland and its capital Nuuk.                                

* Prepare a chart showing the famous deserts 

of the world

Synchronous PPT based on the 

topic

Offline * Try to make a small model of an Igloo by using small 

blocks of clay. 

 * Make a model of camels, desert plants & date palms

MONTH-4

Chptr-7: Temerate Grasslands-Prairies 

Chptr-8: Conquering Distances

*The Student analyses the climate & vegatation 

of prairies.                                         * Identifies 

the major developments in the field of transport.

*On the political map of the world,mark the 

temperate grasslands of the world           

 *Name all the modes of transport used by the 

public

Synchronous PPT based on the 

topic

Offline * Collect pictures of cowboys and paste them in your 

scrap book.                   

* Make a list of 8 International airports with the names 

of the countries to which they belong

Chptr-9: Communication * The Student analyses the means of 

communication & mass media.                           

*Identifies the uses of  communication

* Find out the importance of Internet in todays 

human life

Synchronous PPT based on the 

topic

Offline *Make a list of 5 newspaper. Collect 2 interesting news 

everyday,date-wise

Chptr-10 : The World of Growing 

Knowledge

*The students appreciates the invention of the 

printing press, the story of paper and the Braille 

script

* Create  pictorial symbols . Makre a key for 

the symbols

Synchronous PPT based on the 

topic

Offline * Start writing a personal diary.Keep a record of the 

important happenings of the day whether good or 

bad.Do this date wise

MONTH-5

MONTH-1
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